
Oldsmobile elegance.
Practical size. Affordable price.

choice. Pick Omega and
s features at a budget-
. PickOmegaBrougham

j OtOUT

"little limousine" with its elegant
brushed-knit interior. Or go sporty
with our available SX package
Affordable ways to look like a million!

The sport and spirit are standard.
In many other cars you'd pay extra
for bucket seats, sport console,
4-speed manual shifter, dual sport
mirrors, rallye wheels, rear stabilizer

bar, rear hatch door, fold-down rear

seat, sport steering wheel and AM
radio. They're standard on Starfire!
So is excitement! Test-drive a Starfire!

I Equipment in These Oldsmobile Products
, j are assembled at facilities of General Motors Corporation operated by Oldsmobile Division, the GM Assembly

l vehicles incorporate thousands of different components produced by various divisions of General Motors and by various suppliers to

ne during the manufacturing process it may be necessary in order to meet public demand for particular vehicles or equipment, or to

1 emissions, safety and fueleconomy requirements, or for other reasons, to produce Oldsmobile products with different components or differently
i initially scheduled. All such components have been approved for use in Oldsmobile products and will provide the quality performance

Idsmobile name.DWith respect to extra-cost optional equipment, make certain you specify the type of equipment you desire on your>
| it fromyour dealer. Some options may be unavailable when your car is built. Your dealer receives advice regarding current availability of

. You may ask the dealer for this information. GM also requests the dealer to advise you if an option you ordered is unavailable. We suggest you verify
¦ indudesjhe optional equipment you ordered, or if there are changes, that they are acceptable to you.

i the rightto make changes at any timt, without notice, in pricet, colon, materials, equipment, specifications and models, and also to discontinue models
II if IHI1 " *-- - - - « . . -» ,-X-Ll- 1.. JJ
itemsof equipment shown on the models illustrated in this brochure are standard. Some are extra cost and available only on specific, models.

Printed in U.Sj\. 8-78: prices and availability check your Oldsmobile dealer.
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